Catholic Charities can help bring your relatives to the United States from former Soviet Union countries (including Ukraine).

If your relative currently lives in a former Soviet Union country (including Ukraine) and is one of the following religious minorities, they may qualify for the Lautenberg Program.

- JEWISH,
- EVANGILICAL CHRISTIAN,
- UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC,
- UKRAINIAN AUTOCEPHALOUS.

If you are over 18 years old, you can apply through the Lautenberg Program for your:

- SPOUSE,
- PARENT,
- CHILD,
- SIBLING,
- GRANDPARENT,
- GRANDCHILD.

Call Catholic Charities Immigration Legal Services at 216-939-3769 to request a consultation ($40 fee) to determine if your relative qualifies for the Lautenberg Program, or for another option to immigrate to the United States.

!!!The Lautenberg Program is only available for a few months!!! Call Catholic Charities before July 15th to ensure you have time to complete the process!!!